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The field of quantum computing has grown significantly in the past 30 years from
initial theory to experimental implementations of quantum gates in a variety of media.
Currently, trapped ions are an ideal medium for implementing quantum gates since
they can be used to create gates with very high fidelities and store information with
long coherence times [1]. Implementing an ion-based quantum computing architecture
requires the creation of many coherent laser pulses of precise frequency with relative
phase control as well as the application of voltages to the ion trap itself. Most
importantly, both laser pulses and trap voltages must be applied with very precise
timing in order to maximize gate fidelity. The need for such exacting control of many
diverse instruments requires a controlling infrastructure that is general enough to
adapt to the needs of an arbitrary experiment while maintaining very precise timing.
Using the flexibility of FPGAs, I have created a microarchitecture that combines a
single general microprocessor and a timing-specific bank of parallel processors that
control digital to analog converters (DACs), direct digital synthesizers (DDSs) analog
to digital converters (ADCs), and general digital communication channels for shaping
specific laser pulses and the general control existing equipment. The microarchitecture
was then tested by preforming basic spectroscopy on calcium ions. This demonstrates
its ability to create basic laser pulse sequences that will be necessary for implementing
quantum gates in the future.
1
CHAPTER II
QUANTUM COMPUTING WITH TRAPPED IONS
Quantum bits (qubits) are the quantum mechanical analog to bits in a classical
computer. Instead of only storing information in distinct 0 or 1 states, qubits store
information in quantum mechanical wavefunctions that can exist as superpositions of
the 0 and 1 states. I will expand on the exact working principles of trapped-ion qubits
later, but for now, the existence of qubits will be taken as a given so that we can un-
derstand the theoretical and experimental difficulties with creating quantum circuits
and working with trapped ions. The first problem with creating a quantum computer
is that not all n-quantum bit operators are easy to construct, so they must first be
decomposed into smaller, more experimentally realizable operations. Also, physically
implementing quantum circuits with trapped ions is extremely difficult. Fortunately,
experimental research on trapped ion control and manipulation has overcome many
of these difficulties, and tapped-ion architectures are now at the forefront of quantum
computing research and promise to remain contenders into the near future [1].
Theoretical quantum gate analysis originated from classical studies of reversible
Turing machines in the 1960s by Landauer, Fredkin, and Toffoli [2, 3, 4]. Early work
by Feynman in the 1980s was followed by explosive growth in the 1990s fueled by
Peter Shors discovery that the RSA cryptosystem could be broken by quantum com-
puters [1, 5]. One of the first papers to fully consolidate prior quantum circuit theories
into one reference was the work of Barenco et al. in 1995 [6]. Their work is primarily
focused on the decomposition and special properties of single- and multiple-qubit-
controlled gates. For any controlled single qubit gate W, the operation can be broken
up into three single-qubit rotations on the target qubit separated by controlled-not
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(CNOT) gates between the two qubits [6]. Since single-qubit rotations and CNOT
gates are easier to implement, this observation has proved useful by easing the exper-
imental implementation of arbitrary quantum gates. It has also been shown that this
proof can be expanded to three-qubit, controlled gates; however, the specific decom-
position is very different. All of the rotations of the target qubit are controlled by
the states of the control qubits, and the CNOT gates only operate on the controlling
qubits [6]. By generalizing their proofs on two- and three-qubit gate decomposition
to arbitrary n-qubit gates, Barenco et al. lay the framework for continued research
into arbitrary quantum gate simulation from one- and two-qubit gates.
Expanding on the work of Barenco et al., many have tried to further decompose
arbitrary n-qubit operators for better experimental implementation. In 2004, Vidal
and Dawson found a complete decomposition of arbitrary two-qubit gates [7]. Unlike
the controlled rotations in Barenco et al., Vidal and Dawson show that any arbitrary
two- qubit gates that simultaneously act on both qubits can be transformed into
three pairs of single-qubit rotations separated by CNOT gates, and they proceed to
show special cases that can be further decomposed [7]. In contrast to the work of
Vidal and Dawson, the work of Shende, Markov, and Bullock does not attempt to
decompose quantum gates; instead, their work shows that there are limits to how
far gates can be decomposed. If one only uses single-qubit rotations and CNOT
gates, almost all n-qubit operators require a circuit with more than 1
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[4n − 3n − 1]
CNOT gates [8]. Putting lower and upper bounds to the decomposition of arbitrary
n-qubit operators into single-qubit rotations and CNOT gates means that one must
either deal with the consequences of only using single-qubit rotations and CNOT
gates or find more complicated bases to work in. However, building n-qubit gates
from CNOT and single-qubit gates has proved invaluable for implementing complex
quantum operations.
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In these theoretical works, qubits are treated as abstract two-level quantum sys-
tems. Here, we will examine trapped ions as a specific physical implementation. Using
atomic orbitals of cold, trapped ions for quantum computation was first suggested by
Cirac and Zoller in 1994. Focusing on the implementation of an n-qubit CNOT gate,
Cirac and Zoller show how motional modes in a linear trap can be used to physically
implement a two-gubit gate. For the two-qubit CNOT gate, two atoms are trapped,
initialized, and a transition is induced in the control atom via a laser. This transi-
tion is accompanied with a momentum kick, and the center-of-mass vibrational mode
of both atoms is excited. Finally, a red-detuned laser addresses the target atom to
induce a transition, but this transition only occurs if the center-of-mass mode has
been excited via the first transition [9]. Along with Sorensen and Molmers later work
on ions in thermal motion, Cirac and Zollers theoretical work has been the basis for
all experimental research on multi-qubit, trapped-ion, quantum computing [10]. An-
other key advancement in trapped ion quantum computing has been the creation of
an optimized entangling gate. Addressed in the work of Kraus and Cirac, optimal
entanglement of Bell states under an arbitrary, two-qubit operator UAB is a function
of the eigenvalues of the decomposed operator Ud [11]. With proposed experimen-
tal implementations of single-qubit gates and two-qubit entangling gates, theoretical
work on quantum computing has been recently transformed into experimental results.
Experimentally realizing quantum computing with trapped ions is very difficult
due to the levels of precision necessary to achieve high fidelity quantum circuits. One
possible implementation of a quantum computing architecture is demonstrated by
Home et al. [12]. In their setup, Home describes a series of linear traps in which 9Be+
computing and storage ions are contained, shuttled, manipulated by laser pulses, and
sympathetically cooled with 24Mg+ ions. With a six-region Paul trap, Home et al.
demonstrate their capabilities by implementing a two-qubit transformation, U, and
its square while measuring their fidelities [12]. Optimizing quantum gate fidelities
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is achieved by reducing all sources of quantum decoherence, and as discussed in the
works of Wineland et al. and Turchette et al., there are many different possible
sources of decoherence [13, 14]. Wineland and Turchette also discuss decoherence
through trap heating due to Johnson noise, patch potentials and oriented domains on
the trapping surface, injected noise from controlling electronics, and collisions with
background gas. Both groups also provide experimental evidence showing heating
rates in different traps due to these sources; however, the work by Wineland et al.
goes further to show different non-trap related sources of decoherence like frequency
and phase instability of acousto-optic-modulators (AOMs)[13]. Remote entanglement
is also essential for transferring information between individual quantum processors as
described in the work of Olmschenk et al. [15]. In this work, they describe a method
for remotely entangling 171Yb+ ions using the properties of single photon interactions
with a beamsplitter [15]. All of this foundational work has paved the way for recent
work on creating scalable quantum computers with trapped ions.
A multi-qubit implementation of a programmable quantum computer has recently
been demonstrated by Hanneke et al. [16]. Using stimulated-Raman transitions and
Rabi oscillations created with laser pulses shaped by AOMs, Hanneke et al. describe
a programmable, two-qubit quantum computer that can implement any arbitrary
two-qubit gate. The programability of their processor is demonstrated by show-
ing the experimental fidelities of 160 different two-qubit operators on all 16 input
states; the mean fidelity of all 160 operators is found to be 0.79 [16]. In addition
to a fully functioning two-qubit processor, researchers have recently demonstrated
five-qubit systems for open quantum system dynamics, three-qubit systems for sim-
ulating the Ising model, and the entanglement of 14 qubits [17, 18, 19]. Realizing a
programmable, multi-qubit processor has been a triumph for trapped-ion quantum




3.1 Introduction to Ion Traps
Before ions can be used for quantum computing, they must be trapped. Wolfgang
Paul invented the first electromagnetic ion traps for mass spectroscopy [20]. Ion traps
are still primarily used for mass spectroscopy, but their application has been extended
to highly accurate atomic clocks, atomic and molecular spectroscopy, and quantum
computing [15, 21, 22, 23]. Earnshaw’s theorem states that it is impossible to confine
charged particles in three dimensions with electrostatic fields [24]. Instead, linear
ion traps, or Paul traps, use radio frequencies to generate oscillating (pondermotive)
pseudopotentials capable of trapping charged particles [20]. Linear Paul traps use
radio frequency (RF) voltages to create a pseudopotnetial that only confines ions
perpendicular to the primary trap axis. To keep trapped ions from escaping along
the trap axis, endcaps with DC voltages create a parabolic potential well that pushes
ions towards the center of the trap. An example of a linear Paul trap and its radially
confining pseudopotential are shown in Figure 1.
3.2 The Mathieu Equation
The four blades of the Paul trap form an oscillating quadrupole when two opposing
blades are connected to a radio frequency (RF) source while the other two blades are
grounded or DC biased. As the quadrupole oscillates, the pairs of opposing poles
alternate between pushing ions towards the center of the trap and pulling them away
creating a hyperbolic electric potential that rotates about the trap axis at the RF
drive frequency. Laplace’s Equation guarantees that the potential created from this
6
Figure 1: a) A cross section of the linear Paul trap used in this paper showing the
pondermotive pseudopotentials between electrodes. b) A side view of the same trap.




(λx2 + σy2 + γz2) (1)
where φ0 is the RF drive potential, r0 is the distance from the tips of the blades
to the center of the trap, and λ, σ, and γ are weighting constants [25]. The axial
symmetry of linear Paul traps forces γ = 0; therefore Laplace’s Equation is satisfied
when λ = −σ = 1. When the potential v(t) = U0 + V0 cos(Ωrf t) is applied to the RF
blades, the electric potential within the trap becomes [25]:
φ =
U0 + V0 cos(Ωrf t)
r02
(x2 − y2) (2)
From Newton’s second law, the motion of a singly-ionized atom of mass m in this




(U0 + V0 cos(Ωrf t)) = 0 (3)
mÿ − 2ye
r02
(U0 + V0 cos(Ωrf t)) = 0 (4)
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Equations 3 and 4 are specific examples of a more general ordinary differential equa-
tion called the Mathieu Equation
d2y
d2ξ
+ (a− q cos(2ξ))y = 0 (5)
after using the identity ξ =
Ωrf t
2
and substiting for a and b [25]. The Mathieu Equation
appears to be a simple ordinary differential equation; however, its generality yields
many different solution sets. Using the Mathieu Equation to solve for the motion of
ions in a pondermotive pseudopotential first requires knowledge about the existence
of solutions and how their stability depends on a and b. Once stable solutions are
found, it is possible to determine the nature of the periodic orbits of trapped ions in
linear Paul traps.
3.3 Trap Stability
Ions that become trapped by the RF potential can have only two types of motion.
They can be stationary at the trap’s center, or they can oscillate periodically around
it. Since the stationary solutions are unstable, one must show that periodic solutions
to the Mathieu Equation exist and are stable. An initial trial solution to the Mathieu
Equation assumes that periodic solutions with periods of π and 2π yields two sets of
equations for an mth order solution [26]
y = cos(mξ) + qc1(ξ) + q
2c2(ξ) + q
3c3(ξ) + . . . (6)
a = m2 + α1q + α2q
2 + α3q
3 + . . . (7)
and
y = sin(mξ) + qs1(ξ) + q
2s2(ξ) + q
3s3(ξ) + . . . (8)
b = m2 + β1q + β2q
2 + β3q
3 + . . . (9)
where each ci, si, αi, and βi is iteratively found by solving the Mathieu Equation for
all cjs, sjs, αjs, and βjs where j < i. It is convention that b is substituted for a in
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Equation 9 to distinguish the sine and cosine solutions, but they both represent the
a parameter in the canonical Mathieu Equation. When plotted as level sets in q-a
space, these solutions trace out stability and instability domains shown in Figure 2.
Solutions for a and b used in Figure 2 are given in Appendix A.
Figure 2: Stability regions of the Mathieu Equation in q-a space. The red and blue
lines correspond to a and b solutions to Equations 7 and 9 in the x direction while
the magenta and cyan lines correspond to a and b solutions in the y direction. Stable
periodic solutions of the form in Equations 6 and 8 exist and are stable in the gray
regions while solutions for values of q and a in the white regions are unstable.
3.4 Secular Frequency and Micromotion
Now that stable solutions to the Mathieu Equation have been shown to exist, it
is possible to understand particle motion in linear Paul traps. Finding the equations
for stable ion motion requires a more general solution to the Mathieu Equation given




c2r cos((2r + β)ξ) +B
∞∑
r=−∞
c2r sin((2r + β)ξ) (10)
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In this form, solving the equations of motion reduces to finding the coefficients A,
B, and c2r for an arbitrary β ∈ (0, 1) [26]. Inserting Equation 10 into the Mathieu




c2r + c2r−2 + c2r+2 = 0 (11)













so that Equation 10 only satisfies the Mathieu Equation in stable regions in q-a
space bounded by the mth-order curves am and bm+1 [26]. One important note about
Equation 12 is that it is true for both positive and negative values of q. Inserting
Equations 11 and 12 into the general solution yields








for values of |q|  1 and a = 0 [15]. Equation 13 is a simplified, stable solution to the
Mathieu Equation for small values of q. Working backwards from the substitutions
used to get to the Mathieu Equation from the initial equations of motion in the x-y
plane, Equation 13 becomes the system of equations
















for the motion of an ion in a Paul trap. Due to the symmetry of linear Paul traps,




Under these equations of motion, ions move in periodic orbits about the null of the
RF potential at the “secular frequency” (ωx,y) and at the RF drive frequency (Ωrf )
[15].
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Micromotion is ideally much smaller than motion at the secular frequency because
of the assumption that q  1 and that there is no DC bias to the RF potential by
setting U0 = 0 (∴ ax,y = 0). The ion’s orbit will therefore remain periodic, and the
ion will stay trapped. Unfortunately, stray electric fields due to small DC biases along
the Paul trap and surrounding chamber can occur leading to increased micromotion.
If left uncompensated, the micromotion term in Equations 14 and 15 can grow larger
than the secular frequency term [27]. Any micromotion will heat the ion until it
escapes, but severe micromotion can produce heating rates large enough to prevent
trapping.
When static electric fields are added to Equations 3 and 4 and U0 6= 0, the original
systems of equations become:




q ~EDC · x̂
m
(17)




q ~EDC · ŷ
m
(18)
This leads to a new general solution set


















similar to Equations 14 and 15 [27]. General electric fields will can be decomposed
onto both x and y axes, so the terms
u0x '

















show that as the stray field increases, the micromotion terms increase until they can
become larger than the secular frequency term [27].
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Figure 3: a) Two-level ionization scheme for 40Ca+. b) A diagram of how the neutral
40Ca beam is generated by the resistive oven, passed through the trap, and is hit by
the ionization lasers to load 40Ca+ ions.
3.5 Loading 40Ca+
Creating ions that can be trapped relies on ionizing a beam of neutral atoms as
it passes through a linear Paul trap (shown in Figure 3). Calcium metal is atomized
in the ultra-high-vacuum environment of the ion trap by using a resistively heated
oven. When the calcium metal is hot enough, it sublimates through a hole in the
oven towards the trap. The calcium sample produces different calcium isotopes where
96.9% will be 40Ca+, 2.04% will be 44Ca+, and the rest will be other isotopes with mass
numbers of 42, 43, 46, and 48 [28]. Atoms that pass through the trap intersect with
with co-alligned 423 nm and 377 nm radiation are ionized by the two-level ionization
and then become trapped in the center of the RF and DC trapping potentials. Each





4.1 The Electronic Structure of 40Ca+
Quantum information can be stored in the electronic or nuclear state of trapped
ions. Quantum computation with atomic nuclei require nuclear magnetic resonance
techniques which will not be presented here [29]. Many electron transitions in can
be easily driven by visible radiation. Using the valence electron orbitals for quantum
computation first requires lifting the degeneracies of the electronic states of interest.
Figure 4 shows the 40Ca+ transitions used in this experiment with the fine structure
shifts [30]. The most important transitions are the 397 nm, Doppler cooling, transition
and the 866 nm, re-pumping, transition which are responsible for keeping the ion
from overheating and escaping once trapped. The two-level qubit transition used
for all quantum computation and sideband cooling is the 729 nm transition depicted
in Figure 4 by the |0〉 and |1〉 symbols. Re-pumping out of the D5/2 state by the
854 nm transition moves any D5/2 population to the P3/2 state where the branching
ratio between the P3/2 → D5/2 and P3/2 → S1/2 transitions statistically force any
spontaneous decay to fall back to the S1/2 state. Even if the ion falls back to the D5/2
state, it is pumped to the P3/2 state until in eventually decays. The 393 nm transition
is not optically pumped because the predominately one-sided branching ratio makes
the 393 nm transition ideally suited for qubit state detection and sideband cooling
after 854 nm re-pumping.
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Figure 4: Primary transitions necessary for implementing quantum logic, Doppler
cooling, and sideband cooling on 40Ca+ ions. Branching ratios between P → S and
P → D transitions and the mean lifetime τ for spontaneous decay back to the S1/2
level are also shown. The 729 transition is used to change the state of the 40Ca+
qubit by shifting probability densities between the |1〉 and |0〉 states [30].
4.2 Doppler Cooling
Immediately after ions are trapped, they begin to heat from interactions with their
surroundings. This includes external radiation from equipment or isolated dipoles and
micromotion from stray fields or patch potentials on the trap [13, 14]. When a moving
ion interacts with electromagnetic radiation, this radiation appears Doppler shifted in
the ion’s reference frame; therefore, the radiation must be detuned in order to excite
a transition. Consider a 40Ca+ ion moving with a constant velocity antiparallel to the
propagation vector of monochromatic, 397 nm radiation. In order to excite the S1/2 →
P1/2 transition, the 397 nm radiation must be red-detuned to a longer wavelength so
that, in the ion’s reference frame, it is Doppler shifted blue to the correct frequency,
allowing the ion to absorb the radiation (Figure 5). Photons carry momentum, so
immediately after the ion absorbs the photon and makes a transition, its velocity
is reduced slightly. The ion will then receive a momentum boost from spontaneous
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emission that can occur in any direction. When the momentum kicks from randomly-
oriented spontaneous emission are time averaged, the net result is no momentum gain
since the sum of all vectors over the unit sphere is zero. Importantly, the momentum
kicks from the Doppler shifted radiation are always in the same direction; therefore,
the net effect reduces the velocity of the ion. This is the mechanism behind Doppler
cooling.
Figure 5: The incident, red-detuned photons are blue-shifted in the ion’s reference
frame back to the proper frequency to drive a transition.
There is a limit to how cold a cloud of ions can get with just Doppler cooling. For
a 1D cloud of ions with temperature T , the distribution of ion velocities within the









and the motion is governed by the forces each ion receives from constant absorption
(Fc) and sporadic emission (Fv) of radiation:
F (p, t) = Fc(p, t) + Fv(p, t) [31]. (24)
Like before, the time average of this force is only the constant recoil force from photon
absorption:
〈F (p, t)〉 = 〈Fc(p, t)〉+ 0. (25)
Both forces result in a random walk process in momentum space given by W (p, t)
where the ion periodically loses momentum after absorption and gains momentum
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after emission. Equation 25 forces the ion’s random momentum walk to have the net
effect of reducing the ion’s overall momentum. The time rate of change in W (p, t) is










∂2 [M2W (p, t)]
∂p2
]
+ . . . (26)
where M1 and M2,
M1 = 〈F (p, t)〉 = 〈Fc(p, t)〉 (27)
M2 = 〈Fv(p, t′)Fv(p, t′′)〉 = 2D(p, t)δ(t′ − t′′), (28)
are the first and second moments of the random walk process and D(p, t) is the 1D















The simplest case for Doppler cooling is when the diffusion term,




is a constant determined by the transition’s decay rate γ, the saturation parameter
s, the wavenumber k and the Doppler cooling term,
Fc(p, t) = −βv = −~k2sv, (31)








is determined by the transition’s Rabi frequency, Ω, which will be properly defined
later, decay rate γ, and the frequency detuning, δ, of the incident radiation [31]. Under
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the constant diffusion and velocity-dependent Doppler force assumptions, Equation
29 has a steady-state solution,
W̄ (p) ∝ e−
βp2
2MD0 , (33)









proportional to the atomic transition’s energy band width [31]. This is the Doppler
cooling limit because any detuning of the incident radiation within the natural linewidth





is proportional to the momentum each incident photon carried. This momentum
becomes the minimum threshold because the photons cannot remove less momentum
from the ion than they intrinsically have, and is called the optical cooling limit [31].
As hot ions are Doppler cooled, the ion’s scattering florescence rate grows to a peak
before flattening off [32]. When the scattered florescence rate becomes constant, the
Doppler cooling rate is either close to the Doppler cooling limit or equal to the heating
rate of the ion due to its surroundings.
4.3 Qubits and Rabi Transitions
A two-level system is the simplest quantum mechanical system that can be used
to implement quantum computations. In 40Ca+ ions, the two qubit levels are the S1/2
ground state |g〉 and the D5/2 excited state |e〉 (also denoted as the |0〉 and |1〉 states).
Because electrons are quantum mechanical, they do not classically occupy one specific
location until they are measured. Instead, their position is described by a spatial
probability density function: the electron’s wavefunction. Unlike a state in a classical
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computer which can only be 0 or 1, the quantum nature of the electron allows it to
occupy both |g〉 and |e〉 states with different probabilities simultaneously [33]. This
is the basis of quantum computing and quantum information storage. Information is
stored in the electron’s wavefunction as it exists between the two states and is not
stored in the states themselves. When an observer wants to measure the state of a
prepared quantum system, however, it is impossible to get the relative probabilities
of the electron being in each state because the act of measuring the quantum system
collapses the information stored in the electron’s wavefunction to either the |g〉 or |e〉
state. Mapping out the relative probability densities of a prepared quantum system
requires repeatedly preparing and measuring the system to calculate the probabilities
of the electron being in either the |g〉 or |e〉 states.
Rabi transitions describe how the electron population is shifted between the two
levels of the 40Ca+ qubit. If we assume that our two-level system is complete and that
each state is an eigenfunction of some Hamiltonian H0, then the time-independent
Schrödinger Equation yields
Ĥ0|g〉 = Eg|g〉 (36)
Ĥ0|e〉 = Ee|e〉 (37)
where the states
〈g|e〉 = δeg (38)
are orthonormal [34]. Completeness implies that any general state of this system can
be expressed as a linear combination of these two qubit states,
|Ψ〉 = α|g〉+ β|e〉, (39)
where the probabilities of finding the particle in either state must sum to 1 because
the particle cannot exist outside these two states |α|2 + |β|2 = 1. The general solution
18






This solution can be decomposed into these two basis states where the coefficients α
and β are now time-dependent [34]. If the system were left alone, any initial conditions
would require that α(t) and β(t) remain constant; however, the presence of a time-
dependent, electromagnetic field of the form ~E(~r, t) = E0ε̂ cos(~kl · ~r − ωlt) causes
mixing of the α(t) and β(t) coefficients. The original Hamiltonian of the two-level
system
Ĥ = Ĥ0 − e ~E(~r′, t) · ~r (41)
= Ĥ0 + Ĥ
′(t) (42)
is now perturbed by the electromagnetic radiation under the dipole approximation




















































the first-order time-dependent perturbation theory solutions for α(t) and β(t) given
the initial population densities α0 and β0[34]. If the two-level system starts out with
the electron completely in the ground state (α0 = 1 and β0 = 0), the time-dependent


































Ω2 + δ2 (50)
is the frequency of probability density oscillations between the |g〉 and |e〉 states
assuming that the radiation detuning δ is small compared to the transition frequency











This equation shows that the probability of finding an electron in the excited state
oscillates between 0 and Ω
2
Ω′2
depending on the laser detuning.
For small detuning (δ  1), a laser pulse with a duration t = 1
2Ω′
completely shifts
the electron probability from the ground state to the excited state. This is called a
π pulse since it corresponds to a rotation in phase space by π radians. Likewise, an
on-resonance laser pulse of duration t = 1
4Ω′
on a two-level system initially in the
ground state transfers 50% of the probability density from the ground state to the
excited state and is called a π/2 pulse. Implementing these pulses on 40Ca+ qubits
requires very precise 729 nm laser tuning and pulse control so that the populations
get shifted exactly to the desired values. Any temporal or frequency error will result
in improper probability density transfer and will lead to errors with implementing
quantum gates or storing quantum information.
4.4 Sideband Cooling
To understand the basic elements of the 40Ca+ qubit, the previous Hamiltonian
omitted many necessary components. Ions confined to move in the parabolic pseu-
dopotential of a linear Paul trap behave like quantum harmonic oscillators. Adding
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a quantum harmonic oscillator to the 1D Hamiltonian presented earlier and properly
defining Ĥ0 and Ĥ






























produces the complete 1D Hamiltonian where





is the Lamb-Dicke coupling parameter for a laser making an angle φ to the axis of the
quantum harmonic oscillator [30]. Unlike the original Ĥ ′ which was only responsible
for shifting population densities between the |g〉 and |e〉 states, this new Ĥ ′ shifts
population densities between the |g, n〉 and |e, n′〉 states where n, n′ are vibrational
quantum numbers for the quantum harmonic oscillator. Figure 6 shows how this
process happens in the 40Ca+ qubit.
By detuning the 729 nm laser to ωl−ωx, it is possible to shift population from the
|S1/2, n〉 state to the |D5/2, n− 1〉 state thereby reducing the ion’s vibrational energy
in the quantum harmonic oscillator. If the 729 nm laser were turned off, the electron
would eventually decay to the |S1/2, n − 1〉, but this would take 1.045s. Pumping
any population from the |D5/2, n − 1〉 to the |P3/2, n − 1〉 with an on-resonance 854
nm transition allows the electron to spontaneously decay to the |S1/2, n− 1〉 internal
ground state with 1 less quanta of motional energy on the order of nanoseconds.
Repeating this cycle continuously removes vibrational quanta until the ion is left in
its vibrational ground state or until the sideband cooling rate equals the trap heating
rate.
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Figure 6: a) The detuned 729 nm and a resonant 854 nm laser transitions with 393
nm spontaneous emission used for sideband cooling 40Ca+. b) A 729 nm transition






Manipulating laser frequencies and intensities for trapping, cooling, and imple-
menting quantum gates requires the use of Acusto-Optic Modulators (AOMs). AOMs
work by creating density waves inside a optical crystal by vibrating it at radio fre-
quencies. As photons pass through the RF wave, they can receive a momentum kick
if conditions are just right inside the crystal. Photons that interact with the RF wave
leave the crystal with a frequency equal to that of the applied radio frequency added
to the photon’s initial frequency due to the conservation of energy and leave with a
different propagation direction due to the conservation of momentum. Changing the
propagation of the incident beam is important because it allows for fast shuttering
of a laser beam’s intensity as the beam becomes coupled and decoupled from any
optics downstream of the AOM. A demonstration AOM is shown in the first part of
Figure 7. It is theoretically possible to use feedback loops from an external cavity or
other measurement devices to tune laser output frequencies directly, but the response
times of these loops are usually slow, prohibit multiple experiments from using the
same laser, and such a scheme could cause the laser to jump from the intended lasing
mode. Figure 8 shows the complete 397 nm laser control setup including the lasers,
AOMs, control electronics, and other optical elements.
There are two regimes used for analyzing the diffraction pattern created by AOMs:
the Raman-Nath regime and the Bragg regime. In the Raman-Nath regime, the
optical crystal in the AOM is treated as a thin optical element, and the applied RF
power is large compared to the incident laser power. The Bragg regime assumes a
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Figure 7: An example AOM showing the incident beam, excitant orders, internal
impedance matching circuit, and piezoelectric and optical crystals with internal trav-
eling wave.
Figure 8: Complete 397 nm laser setup
larger crystal with smaller density variations from lower RF amplitude. Most AOMs
operate in the Bragg regime since a higher percentage of the incident wave interacts
with the applied RF density wave [35]. Both regimes start with the principle that
the RF wave propagating through the optical crystal produces a spatial variation in
the index of refraction such that
n(x) = n0 + δn cos(krfx− ωrf t) (56)









Figure 9: a) The ideal AOM Bragg condition with the Bragg angle θB. b) A general
condition for the AOM diffraction where |θ0|+ |θ1| = 2θB[35].
through the figure of merit M , interaction length z, and crystal height h [35]. Photons
that interact with this periodic index of refraction pattern to the first order must also
satisfy the Bragg condition
λlaser = 2λrf sin(θB) (58)
which (Figure 9) implies that the optimum angle of incidence is the Bragg angle θB
and that the diffracted beam will make an angle of 2θB to the incident beam. A more
general condition is also shown in Figure 9, but the Bragg condition still holds to







[n0 + δn cos(krfx− ωrf t)] (59)





















for each path and the vector sum of the incident and excitant electric fields
E(z, t) = E(k0, z)e
−iω0t + E(k1, z)e
−iω1t, (62)
it can be shown that the intensity of the first order diffracted beam







is a function of the incident and Bragg angles θ0 and θB. When the incident angle is
exactly equal to the Bragg angle θB, the intensity of the first order beam








5.2 Direct Digital Synthesizers
Direct Digital Synthesizers (DDSs) are programmable function generators used
to produce waveforms from DC to hundreds of megahertz used to power AOMs in
our experiments. The output of a DDS usually has to be amplified like in Figure
8, but this is not always the case. There are the three core parts of every DDS: a
phase accumulator, a lookup table, and an output digital-to-analog converter (DAC).
Figure 10 shows a block diagram common to most DDS designs and how these pieces
are incorporated into an example chip.
The phase accumulator is a clocked adder whose width defines the upper limit
of frequency accuracy for the DDS. On the rising edge of the core system clock, the
frequency tuning word is added to the value stored in this accumulator. This incre-
mentally increases the stored phase value until it overflows the phase accumulator.
The overflow bit is ignored, so the output of the phase accumulator creates a digi-
tized, stepped triangle wave fixed between 0 and the accumulator’s maximum value
[36]. A phase tuning word can be added to the output of the phase accumulator to
augment the accumulators phase relationship to the core system clock. Most of the
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Figure 10: a) A block diagram of the internal mechanism common to most DDSs.
b) An example circuit to show how the core pieces are incorporated into a real DDS.
Both images are from Analog Devices [36, 37]
output bits of the phase accumulator are ignored when fed into the lookup table to
reduce the amount of memory used by the device. Reducing the bits from the phase
accumulator does not reduce the frequency precision of the device, but it does reduce
the voltage precision of the final output. The look-up table converts the phase bits to
a sine wave, a cosine wave, or, depending on the device, a user-defined waveform [36].
Since the stored look-up table waveforms have constant amplitudes, the output must
be multiplied by an amplitude scale factor before being applied to the output DAC.
Finally, the output DAC converts the reduced digital signal to a bidirectional current
output that is transformed into a 50 Ω impedance voltage source. Augmenting the
frequency tuning word, phase offset word, and amplitude scale factor allows the user
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to precisely control waveforms that can be applied to AOMs for precise, flexible laser
control.
laser powers and shape multi-laser pulse sequences using AOMs.
5.3 FPGA Microarchitecture
Most of the control structure for implementing quantum gates revolves around
controlling the ion trap, controlling lasers, and recording data. Since all of the
laser properties are controlled by external DDS modules, the primary elements in
the FPGA architecture are synchronized modules that each control one DDS board.
These module controllers continuously manipulate the DDS’s outputs to create the
different laser pulses necessary for implementing an experiment. An internal micro-
controller coordinates how these modules execute individual laser pulses into a whole
experimental ensemble by sending data over a 36-bit backplane. Data from an ex-
periment, new module pulse sequences, and microcontroller programs are transferred
over a computer interface built around the Opal Kelly Front Panel interface. Figure
11 shows a block form of the internal circuitry implemented on the FPGA. Modules
can also control DACs, record photon counts, and read voltage data from Analog-to-
Digital Converters (ADCs). The key idea is that they are supposed to be customizable
to fit the needs of any particular experiment. The FPGA internal structure and im-
mediate supporting electronics like DDS, DAC, and ADC are packaged together in
one piece of hardware called the Pulse Programmer.
The embedded microcontroller inside of the Pulse Programmer handles lower pri-
ority timing and data management tasks while running an experiment. Due to its
single processing pipeline, the main purpose of the microcontroller is to serialize large
blocks of parallel pulse sequence data executed by the module controllers into exper-
iments with wait blocks, execution blocks, and data read/write blocks. Keeping with
the modular theme of the Pulse Programmer, different microcontrollers can also be
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Figure 11: Internal structure of the FPGA showing the primary data bus, clock
busses, computer interface, verilog microcontroller, and parallel bank of module con-
trollers
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substituted into the Pulse Programmer architecture for different effects. Like substi-
tuting module controllers, the only limit to substituting microcontrollers is that the
control program syntax must be changed to accommodate every new microcontroller
architecture. Another key attribute of the microcontroller is that it is meant to be
very general in its capabilities so that the experimenter can create and execute a wide
range of experiments.
The module controllers are where the heavy lifting in the Pulse Programmer takes
place. Within each module, high speed timers synchronized to a master clock index
through data to be sent to or read from peripheral modules at a variable rate. Pulse
sequences are written to the internal RAM banks of the modules via the computer
interface and data bus to specify what commands to send to their peripheral module(s)
and exactly how many core clock cycles to wait before sending each command. Module
controllers can also record data by filling up their memories at variable time intervals
with experimental data. Once the commands and time intervals are stored into ram,
a single trigger initiates all module controllers to send commands or record data
in parallel lockstep with each other. Locking multiple module controllers together
allows multiple AOMs to be controlled in parallel creating the laser pulse sequences
necessary for implementing quantum gates with trapped ions. By moving the critical
experimental timing to the module controllers, a higher level of experimental timing
accuracy can be achieved, and the embedded microcontroller is now free to process




6.1 AOM Power Scan
Before trapping ions with the Pulse Programmer, it was first tested by performing
AOM power scans. When running an experiment, it is very important that the laser
power to the trap stays as constant as possible while scanning frequencies since fluo-
rescence is related to laser detuning and saturation. The data shown in Figure 12 was
taken by varying the RF frequency and amplitude with the Pulse Programmer while
recording the transmitted laser power through the AOM. It shows that the AOM
achieved a maximum conversion efficiency around 115 MHz and that the transmitted
power is roughly constant between 102 MHz and 125 MHz. Outside this region, the
power dropoff may be too great for experiments that require low laser powers like
reheating rate or Rabi transition measurements. Characterizing the AOM’s trans-
mission performance also allows one to determine if the AOM is applying artifacts to
any fluorescence measurements.
6.2 40Ca+ 397 nm and 729 nm Transition Spectroscopy
Transition spectroscopy measurements are the simplest experiments that demon-
strate the Pulse Programmer’s abilities. Accurate 397 nm and 729 nm transition
spectra are necessary for finding the optimal Doppler cooling and sideband cooling
frequencies. Since the 866 nm and 854 nm re-pumping lasers do not require high
frequency precision, there is no need to measure the spectra for these transitions.
Like the AOM power scan, the Pulse Programmer needs to scan through a range of
AOM frequencies; however, the lasers must also be pulsed for Doppler cooling loops,
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Figure 12: 397 nm laser transmission power as a function of RF frequency and am-
plitude
state preparation, and fluorescence measurements. These pulses typically range from
a few microseconds to less than ten milliseconds.
Figure 13 shows 397 nm and 729 nm transition spectra collected with the Pulse
Programmer. The 397 nm transition data was taken by pulsing the 397 nm AOM be-
tween 115 MHz for 1 ms of Doppler cooling and 100-135 MHz for 3 ms of fluorescence
measurements. Each blue line is an individual scan where every point is the average
of 100 runs, and the red line is an average of 6 scans. Maximum fluorescence occurs
around 123 MHz; however, this would be a poor place for Doppler cooling because
any positive frequency drift in the 397 nm laser would pass over the fluorescence peak
and start heating the ion. Optimal cooling occurs at where the slope of the transition
spectrum is steepest. This should occur γ/2 MHz from the center of the transition
(11 MHz for 40Ca+); however, the 397 nm AOM is double-passed, so the maximum
slope occurs 5.5 MHz from the center of the transition. The 729 nm scan was taken
in an identical manner to the 397 nm scan and shows eight of the possible transitions
from the S1/2 state to the D5/2 state with Zeeman splitting. The Zeeman scan is
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important for finding the frequency of the S1/2,mj = −1/2 to the D5/2,mj = −5/2
transition which is the optimal transition for sideband cooling and Rabi transitions
because there is no way for the electron to fall into the dark S1/2,mj = +1/2 state.
Figure 13: a) 397 nm transition spectrum. Every data point on the six scans (blue)
are the averages of 100 runs, and the red line is the average of all six scans. b) 729
nm transition spectra in the presence of a 4 G magnetic field which splits the S1/2
level into two levels (shown by the red and blue lines) and splits the D3/2 transition




Now that the Pulse Programmer can execute simple spectroscopy experiments, the
immediate challenges are to experimentally realize sideband cooling and measure D5/2
state populations for varying length 729 nm pulses (Rabi flopping). Demonstrating
Rabi flopping proves that the Pulse Programmer can create arbitrary qubit transition
pulses like the π and π/2 pulses perviously mentioned. After qubit transitions can be
demonstrated for long coherence times, it will be possible to implement any arbitrary
single-qubit gate. Another key progression for the Pulse Programmer will be the
integration of new DAC modules. These new DAC modules will allow for greater
micromotion compensation, allow for multiple trapping regions by giving improved
DC voltage control, and allow ion shuttling experiments to be performed in the current
Paul trap. If the new DACs prove successful and if Rabi coherence times can be
extended far enough, it will eventually be possible to implement multiple-qubit gates
with the Pulse Programmer.
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APPENDIX A
RELATIONS BETWEEN A AND Q IN THE MATHIEU
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Directed by Professor Kenneth Brown
Quantum computing promises to revolutionize computing by providing ex-
ponential speed improvements to classically difficult problems. Over the past 30 years,
experimental research has progressed from manipulating quantum systems to creating
elementary gates in many quantum mechanical systems. One of the most successful
media for implementing quantum gates is trapped ions. Current trapped-ion quan-
tum computing architectures have very high gate fidelities and long coherence times,
but creating quantum gates with low error rates with trapped ions is challenging since
it requires precise trap and laser control. In order to implement quantum gates with
trapped ions, I have created a field-programmable-gate-array- (FPGA) based microar-
chitecture for constructing laser-pulse sequences and controlling ancillary equipment.
The microarchitecture is centralized to minimize experimental timing errors and is
programmable to provide the generality necessary for implementing a vast range of
experiments.
